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Abstract 

ENCHANCMENT OF SECURITY AND RELIABILITY WITH MIMO  

COMMUNICATION FOR THE SMART GRID  

 

Amit Deokar, M.S 

 

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2013 

 

Supervising Professor: Dr. Qilian Liang 

In smart grid applications, developing appropriate wireless communication 

architecture is extremely important as wireless communication faces security and 

reliability challenges. To combat severe communication impairment induced by invader, it 

is proposed to implement space-time block coding over virtual MIMO. With an increment 

of diversity in virtual MIMO, BER performance has been improved by 18dB. Furthermore, 

with more redundant copies of transmitted signals at receiver, reliability of system has 

increased by 4 times in 4x1 V-MIMO and by 8 times  in 8x1 V-MIMO than traditional 

SISO case.  

Security challenges from malicious additive attack and data piracy have been 

examined. Simulations show that malicious attack could be effectively mitigated using 

space time block coding. It has been verified that more virtual sources will give more 

diversity gain and better performance. Simulation also shows that data piracy is a very 

severe problem and cannot be alleviated by space time block code only. Hence, 

concluded that if the attacked smart meter could be detected, performance could be 

improved. Finally, studies also showed that, in link failure scenario, the space-time block 

coding could provide satisfying performances with a low-complexity in design.  
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Extensive numerical studies with use of link adaptation technique and channel 

coding were also performed under similar attack scenarios which provide forward error 

correction. Simulations indicate that, even if attacks were very severe, bit-error-rate 

(BER) performance has been improved by 15 to 25 dB. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Smart grid  

Smart grid is an integration of information technology and advanced 

communications into the power system. It attempts to predict and intelligently respond to 

the behavior and actions of all electric power users in order to deliver efficient, reliable, 

economic, and sustainable electricity services.  Like every complex system, smart grid 

also has vulnerabilities and security challenges.  

Serious concerns have been raised regarding to whether or not smart grid can 

resist attacks and heal itself without causing infrastructure and equipment damages or 

large-scale blackouts [1]. As mentioned in smart grid cyber security report of Electric 

Power Research Institute (EPRI) [2], one of the most challenging tasks facing the smart 

grid development is the cyber security of systems. Vulnerabilities might allow an attacker 

to penetrate a network, gain access to control software and alter load conditions to 

destabilize the grid in unpredictable ways. As a critical infrastructure element, smart grid 

requires the highest levels of security. 

On the demand-side, old metering data recorded hourly or monthly is replaced by 

a smart meter that collects data every minute [3]. Smart meter, as a kind of sensor, could 

allow for real-time determination and information storage of energy consumption, and 

provide the possibility to read consumption both locally and remotely. Further, smart 

meters provide means to detect fluctuations, power outage at home, two-way low 

electricity and real-time information. They also permit the meters to be switched off. This 

results in important cost saving and enables utilities to prevent electricity theft. 

Smart meters have unintended consequences for customer privacy. Energy utility 

information stored at the meter and distributed thereafter acts as an information-rich side 
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channel, exposing customer habits and behaviors [4]. Hackers who maliciously attack a 

meter can immediately manipulate their energy meter reading, sabotage the real-time 

communication between the smart meter and local central system and finally turn it into 

profits. Even without malicious attacks, the link between smart meter and central system 

could fail unintentionally.  Ensuring the secure and reliable communication between 

smart meter and the central system is of great importance.  

The study on physical layer secure communications was pioneered by Shannon 

and Wyner. Shannon introduced the information-theoretic framework for studying secrecy 

in communications [5]. Wyner [6] developed the concept of secrecy on achievable 

information rate pairs. One cannot hope to ensure security without some cooperation 

between the transmitter and receiver [7]. One of the most common forms of cooperation 

is the use of a code [8] to encrypt each date stream transmitted which can only be 

decoded at the receiver using a private shared key. One can refer to this method as 

single-channel temporal data encryption. Channel coding, such as Turbo coding and 

LDPC coding fall into this category. Another common form of cooperation is to adopt 

information-hiding measures to prevent unauthorized detection of any signaling activity 

[9]. A well-known example is spread-spectrum modulation for wireless channels, which 

hides the spectral signature of the signal in the broad-band noise background. 

1.2 Outline 

This thesis takes a different point of view from previous works in which the 

security and reliability challenges are addressed in the specific context of smart grid. In 

this thesis the main focus is on the real-time communication between the smart meter 

and central system in smart grid. To combat severe communication impairment induced 

by additive malicious attacks, data piracy or link failures, implementing space-time coding 

at the transmitter and/or multiple antennas at the receiver has been proposed. First, the 
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security challenge from malicious attacks has been investigated. The BER performance 

under different kinds of malicious attacks is evaluated. Then BER performance under 

Data piracy case is demonstrated. Reliability challenge from link failure is then 

considered. Later part of the thesis contains extensive numerical studies on the multiple-

link attack, the multiple-link failure and the receiver with detection scenarios. 

All scenarios mentioned above are also compared under various cases such as 

LOS and non-LOS, channel coding and Link adaptation techniques. Their respective 

effects on performance of the system are also studied.  
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Chapter 2  

MIMO wireless communication  

 2.1 Introduction 

A decade ago, a person has to sit on chair in front of a big personal computer 

with RJ-45 cable connected to it, to check emails or to access internet which has very 

limited mobility across the monitor.  But now it can be done through less than 4.87 inches 

length, less than 2.31 inches width and which weighs less 3.95 ounces which can fit in 

your pocket. That device is called a cell phone. The mobility has now increased from few 

meters to infinite distance.  All this was possible because of wireless technology. 

Although wired communication brings more stability, better performance, and higher 

reliability, it comes with the necessity of being restricted to a certain location or a 

bounded environment. 

Recent advances in wireless communication systems have increased the 

throughput and reliability. Though various wireless applications have different 

specifications and technologies, most of them face similar challenges. Some of the 

challenges in wireless communications are[10] 

• High data rate; 

• Quality of service; 

• Mobility; 

• Connectivity in wireless networks; 

• Interference from other users; 

• Privacy or security. 

The priorities of the different challenges in wireless communications are 

dependent on different applications. For example, mobile subscriber will have more 

priority to quality of service than high data rate and service provider to mobile customer 
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will face more issues related to mobility as customer will be moving from 0.5 mph to 

80mph.  

 

 

 

As shown in  Figure 2-1, at receiver, multiple paths can result in either different 

versions of transmitted signal at different time or combined together at the same time. 

Each path experiences different path loss and phases. Since AWGN model cannot be 

described as a wireless channel, it is very important to find other models that represent 

the channel. 

2.2 Wireless channel  

Wireless channels can be distinguished by their unique properties of propagation 

mechanisms and their combination. Received signal power can be reduced in different 

ways.  There are two separate aspects of such a power reduction. One is the large-scale 

effect which corresponds to the characterization of the signal power over large distances 

Figure 2-1 A multiple reception scenario [10] 
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or the time-average behaviors of the signal. Second aspect is the rapid change in the 

amplitude and power of the signal, this is called small-scale fading, or fading. It relates to 

the characterization of the signal over short distances or short intervals of time.  

2.2.1 Path Loss Model 

As the name indicates, this model demonstrates propagation losses caused by 

the natural expansion of radio waves in free space and losses caused by the signal when 

it passes through a medium. It is a deterministic propagation loss model and determined 

by empirical measurements in specific areas. 

.  

Where, 
 
Pr (d) is power received by receiver from distance d. 

Pr(do) is power received by receiver from distance do. 

β is path loss exponent. 

From the equation, the power received is indirectly proportional to the distance 

from the transmitter. Also it decays with the power of β.  β is equal to 2 in case of free 

space propagation and 4 in case of two ray propagation model. Typically it has a value 

from 3 to 5 for urban propagation environment model.  

2.2.2 Large scale fading 

Large scale fading is caused by variation of the signal strength for an arbitrary 

transmitter-receiver separation over a long distance, for example 10≈ 100λc. Shadowing 

is a propagation model which accounts for signal changes due to the peculiarities of the 

particular environment surrounding the transmitter or the receiver or both. Shadowing 

happens at a faster time-scale when compared to path loss, but slower compared to 

multi-path. Shadowing usually accounts for losses due to absorption by the local 
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surrounding media such as trees and buildings for example. Shadowing model provides 

correction to deterministic path loss model. It is empirically determined by the field 

measurements and helps to translate rough cell plans into statistical measures of 

services.  

2.2.3 Small scale fading  

Small-scale fading is caused by the interference between more versions of the 

transmitted signal which arrive at the receiver at slightly different times. These signals, 

called multipath waves, combine at the receiver antenna. This resulting signal can vary 

widely in amplitude and phase.  

Many factors influence small scale fading, such as 

 Multipath propagation  

 Relative velocity  

 Transmission bandwidth of the signal 

 Doppler shift 

Apparent change in frequency due to the relative velocity between transmitter 

and receiver is called Doppler shift. Doppler spreading also consists of multipath 

components which arrive at receiver from different directions. 

 Delay spread  

Delay spread is a natural phenomenon caused by reflected and scattered 

propagation paths in radio channels. Delay spread can be derived in relation to 

coherence bandwidth. Coherence bandwidth is a statistical measure of the range of 

frequencies over which the channel can be considered as ‘flat’. 

Depending on the relation between the signal parameters and channel 

parameters, different transmitted signals will undergo different types of fading. 
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 1. Flat fading  

When bandwidth of the signal is less than bandwidth of the channel or Delay 

spread of channel is less than transmitted symbol period, flat fading occurs. 

2. Frequency selective fading 

When bandwidth of the signal is greater than bandwidth of the channel or Delay 

spread of channel is greater  than transmitted symbol period, frequency selective fading 

occurs. 

3. Slow fading 

When channel variations is slower  than baseband signal variations i.e. 

coherence time is greater  than transmitted symbol period, slow fading occurs. 

4. Fast fading  

When channel variations is faster than baseband signal variations i.e. coherence 

time is less than transmitted symbol period, fast fading occurs. 

2.2.3.1 Rayleigh fading channel 

To describe flat fading signal or multiple path component received from channel, 

Rayleigh distribution is commonly used. Envelope of the sum of two quadrature Gaussian 

noise signals obeys Rayleigh distribution. Let A and B be the “in phase” and “quadrature 

random variable” terms for the signal envelope you received. Rayleigh distribution 

probability density function can be given by  

 

where σ
2
 is the variance of the random variables A and B. The received power, is an 

exponential random variable with a pdf:[10] 
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2.2.3.2 Ricean fading channel 

In a flat fading channel, if in addition to random multiple paths, a dominant 

stationary component exists, the Gaussian random variables A and B are not zero mean 

anymore. This, for example, happens when a LOS path exists between the transmitter 

and the receiver. In this case, the distribution of the envelope random variable R is a 

Ricean distribution with the following pdf [10]: 

 

where D denotes the peak amplitude of the dominant signal and I0(.) is the modified 

Bessel function of the first kind and of zero-order. As expected, the Ricean distribution 

converges to a Rayleigh distribution when the dominant signal disappears, i.e. D → 0. 

 

2.3 Channel coding  

 Various channel impairments such as noise, interference and channel fading 

which affects transmitted signals can degrade the performance of the system. Signal 

processing technique such as channel coding which accommodates information with 

some compromises, can improve performance. BER versus bandwidth and Power versus 

bandwidth are some compromises. By accepting one these compromises, a design can 

be made to achieve the desired performance. 
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HEADING is flush left, non-bold, italicized, and title case. Replace this  

There are different types of coding present to achieve these goals. For example, 

block coding, convolutional coding, turbo coding and etc. To secure a data for smart grid, 

convolutional and turbo coding are implemented. 

2.3.1 Convolutional coding 

Convolutional coding is a forward error control code. Because of its high process 

gain and better error controlling capabilities than block coding, it is used in speech coding 

or voice communication. Convolutional codes operate on serial data and few bits at a 

time. Convolutional encoding with Viterbi decoding is a FEC technique that is particularly 

suited to a channel in which the transmitted signal is corrupted mainly by channel fading 

and AWGN.  

2.3.1.1 Convolutional encoder 

Convolutional codes are usually described using two parameters: the code rate 

and the constraint length. The code rate (k/n) is a ratio of the number of information bits 

into the encoder (k) to the number of channel symbols output by the convolutional 

Figure 2-2 Block diagram of basic wireless communication system 
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encoder (n). The m parameter is the memory length of the encoder. 

 

 

In this thesis, k=1, n=2 and m =(7,5) are used. In this encoder, data bits are 

provided at a rate of k bits per second. Channel symbols output are at a rate of n = 2k 

symbols per second. The octal numbers 7 and 5 represent the code generator 

polynomials, which when read in binary are 1112 and 1012 that correspond to the shift 

register connections to the upper and lower modulo-two adders, respectively. 

2.3.1.2  State table 

State Table is a state transition table. Table 1 indicates data bit which indicates 

how input bits can change the memory states.  

Table 1 State Table of convolutional code 

 OUTPUT OF ENCODER 

Current State When Input = 0 When Input = 1 

00 00 01 

01 10 11 

10 00 01 

11 10 11 

Figure 2-3 Convolutional Encoder [14] 
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2.3.1.3 State diagram  

As convolutional codes are finite state machines, it can provide considerable 

insight into the behavior of codes. With presentational state diagram, quick insight of 

transition can be made. As shown in Figure 2-4, the states are labeled so that the least 

significant bit is the one residing in the leftmost memory element of the shift register. The 

branches are labeled with the 1-bit (single-bit) input and the 2-bit output are separated by 

a comma. The most significant bit (MSB) of the two-bit output is the bit labeled MSB. 

 

 

Feed-forward convolutional codes are used. It has finite impulse response which 

results in high processing gain and easy to decode. Though performance with feedback 

convolutional coding is much better than feed-forward, it is more complex. 

2.3.1.4 Trellis description of a convolutional code 

Trellis diagram is one of the best ways to describe transition of encoder state at 

various inputs. The encoder in Figure 2-5 has four states (numbered in binary from 00 to 

11), a one-bit input and a two-bit output. Each solid arrow shows how the encoder 

changes its state if the current input is zero and each dashed arrow shows how the 

Figure 2-4 Sate diagram of convolutional code 
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encoder changes its state if the current input is one. The octal numbers above each 

arrow indicate the current output of the encoder. 

 

 

As an example of interpreting this trellis diagram, if the encoder is in the 10 state 

and receives an input of zero, it outputs the code symbol 3 and changes to the 00 state. If 

it is in the 10 state and receives an input of one, it outputs the code symbol 0 and 

changes to the 01 state. 

2.3.1.5 Viterbi decoding 

Viterbi originally described the decoding algorithm that bears his name in 1967 

[13]. Forney’s work [14,15] introduces the trellis structure and showing that Viterbi 

decoding is maximum-likelihood in the sense that it selects the sequence that makes the 

received sequence most likely. 

The Viterbi algorithm is used for decoding convolutional codes. Basically it 

computes the path metrics from the received sequence to the possible transmitted 

sequences. The number of stages in the trellis will grow exponentially with the number of 

Figure 2-5 Trellis diagram of convolutional code 
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trellis paths. Viterbi algorithm takes advantage of the fact that the number of paths truly in 

contention to have the minimum distance is limited to the number of states in a single 

column of the trellis, assuming that ties may be arbitrarily resolved.  

As an example of the Viterbi decoding algorithm, consider binary symmetric 

channel which has bit error probability less than 0.5  For this example, assume the 

encoder of shown in Figure 2-3 with the state diagram in Figure 2-4 and the trellis of 

Figure 2-5. It is assumed that encoder begins in state 00. Figure 2-6 illustrates the basic 

Viterbi algorithm for the received sequence is 01 01 10. At first, the only active state is 

00. The circle representing this state contains a path metric of zero. Branch metrics label 

each branch, indicating the Hamming distance between the received symbol and the 

symbol transmitted by traversing that branch in the encoder. The path metric for each 

destination state is calculated by the sum of the branch metric for the incident branch and 

the path metric at the root of the incident branch. 

Eventually only the path with the minimum path metric will survive . For example, 

state 00 (the top state) in the fourth column has a path incident from state 00 in the third 

column with a path metric of 2+1 = 3. It also has a path incident from state 10 in the third 

column with a path metric of 3+1 = 4. Only the path with the smaller path metric needs to 

survive. Figure 2-6 shows the incident branches of survivor paths with thicker arrows than 

non-survivor paths.  Finally, each state in the last column will have exactly one survivor 

path and the values shown indicate the path metrics of the survivor paths. 
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After all received symbols have been processed, the final step in decoding is to 

examine the last column and find the state containing the smallest path metric. Reference 

to Figure 2-6 reveals that the maximum likelihood path is the state trajectory 00 →01 → 

11 →11, which differs in exactly one bit position from the received sequence as indicated 

by its path metric. The input information sequence is decoded to be 1 1 1. 

2.3.1.6 Hard versus Soft Decoding 

 

 

In previous section, binary symmetric channel is assumed. But for the AWGN 

channel, binary phase shift keying (BPSK) represents binary 1 with 1 and binary 0 with 

Figure 2-6 Viterbi Decoding for static channel 

Figure 2-7 Soft Viterbi decoding 
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−1. These two transmitted values are distorted by additive Gaussian noise, so that the 

received values will typically be neither 1 nor −1.  

Each received values can be quantized to closest of 1 or -1 and assign the 

appropriate binary value. This method of decoding is called hard decoding, because the 

receiver makes a binary (hard) decision about each bit before Viterbi decoding. Hard 

decoding performs worse by about 2 dB than a more precise form of Viterbi decoding 

known as soft decoding. Soft decoding  passes the actual received values to the Viterbi 

decoder. These actual values are called soft values because hard decisions (binary 

decisions) have not been made to Viterbi decoding. Soft Viterbi decoding is very similar 

to hard decoding, but branch and path metrics, as shown in Figure 2-7, use squared 

Euclidean distance rather than Hamming distance.  

2.4 Diversity 

Due to sudden declines in the power because of the destructive nature of 

propagation media, usually minimum received SNR is set for which the receiver can 

reliably detect and decode the transmitted signal. If the received SNR is lower than such 

a threshold, a reliable recovery of the transmitted signal is impossible. This is called  

“outage.” The probability of outage can be calculated based on the statistical model that 

models the channel or based on the actual measurements of the channel. 

Diversity provides different replicas of the transmitted signal to the receiver by 

means of adding redundancy in transmitter or receiver side. Possibility of these different 

replicas fading independently will be very less. So receiver can decode the transmitted 

signal using these received signals.  

Based on how replicas of the transmitted signal are provided at the receiver, 

types of diversity have been distinguished. 

The following classes of diversity schemes can be identified: 
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 Time diversity:  Multiple versions of the same signal are transmitted at 

different time instants.  

 Frequency diversity: The signal is transmitted using several frequency 

channels or spread over a wide spectrum.  

 Space diversity: The signal is transmitted over several different propagation 

paths for example via multiple wires or by using multiple transmitter antennas 

and/or multiple receiving antennas.  

 Polarization diversity: Multiple versions of a signal are transmitted and 

received via antennas with different polarization.  

2.4.1 Impact to performance  

Let’s assume D is diversity order which is nothing but number of effectively 

independent replicas at the receiver. So the probability bit error for single path reception 

can be defined as [10]  

    (2-1) 

With number reception, more independent paths will improve performance of 

system by diversity gain D.[10] 

   (2-2) 

It can be concluded that with diversity (D) the performance will improve by order 

of D i.e. number of independent receptions at receiver.  It can also be proven that with 

more number of copies of reception the channel can be made to seem like a static 

channel.  

For example, let’s assume two independent paths[10] 
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  (2-3) 

After combining this two independent paths will get  

 (2-4) 

   = addition of channel random variable  

According to the above term, as the number of reception paths increase  or 

diversity channel, random channels can act as a static channel or a deterministic 

channel.  

Also, 

 

With addition of two or more Gaussian random variables at the reception of same 

mean value and variance , that value will act as deterministic  value  as the number of 

independent paths increase. So with term at (2.4) , that random process r(u,t)    will have 

lesser variance results and better performance after reception determination.  

2.5 Combining methods 

It very important to combine these copies efficiently which gives less variance 

results and better performance. Various methods of combining at receiver are as follows,  

2.5.1 Selection combining 

In this combining method only the path which has maximum signal energy or 

SNR value irrespective of considering other branches or independent paths is selected. 

Selection diversity is easy to implement. For this type combining method, a side 

monitoring station and an antenna switch at the receiver is needed. However, it’s not 
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optimal diversity technique because it does not use all the possible branches 

simultaneously.  

2.5.2 Maximum ratio combining  

In maximal ratio combining, the path  ri  from each of the independent path are 

co-phased to provide coherent addition and individually weighed to provide optimal SNR. 

Maximal ratio combining can produce a result or decision output SNR equal to individual 

SNRs. Thus this combining method has the ability to produce an acceptable SNR even 

when no other individual signals are acceptable.  This method uses maximum likelihood 

decision method for an output.  

Let’s assume 3 independent paths at receiver. i.e.   

Combined PDF of this received signals can be stated as follows  

 

Where   

Mean value mi can be determined by the channel gain of each individual reception. 

So final decision can be made as follows  

 

Where  Si  indicates number of possible symbols for given modulation 

techniques. 

At different values of S maximum probability for a particular received vector 

which  is also called maximum likelihood decision method is found.  This method gives 

the best statistical reduction of fading known as linear diversity combiner. 
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2.5.3. Equal gain combining  

In most cases, it is not convenient to provide for weighting variable capabilities 

required for true maximal ratio combining. In such cases, the path weights are all set to 

unity and signals from each branch are co-phased to provide equal gain combining 

diversity.  

2.6  MIMO 

Wireless communication using multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems 

enables increased spectral efficiency for a given total transmit power. Increase in 

capacity is achieved by introducing additional spatial channels that are exploited by using 

space-time coding. 

A typical MIMO system can be described as shown in the Figure 2-8below. 

 

Figure 2-8 MIMO communication [17] 

Implementation of MIMO can be sub-divided into three main categories, pre-

coding, spatial multiplexing or SM and diversity coding. 

 

1. Pre-coding:  

It is basically spatial processing that occurs at the transmitter. The same signal is 

emitted from each of the transmitting antennas with appropriate phase weighting such 
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that the signal power is maximized at the receiver input. The benefits of pre-coding  is to 

increase the received signal gain, by making signals emitted from different antennas add 

up constructively and reduce the multipath fading effect. Pre-coding requires knowledge 

of channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter. 

2. Spatial multiplexing: 

In spatial multiplexing, a high rate signal is split into multiple lower rate streams 

and each stream is transmitted from a different transmitting antenna in the same 

frequency channel. If these signals arrive at the receiver antenna array with sufficiently 

different spatial signatures, the receiver can separate these streams into parallel 

channels. Spatial multiplexing is a very powerful technique for increasing channel 

capacity at higher signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). Spatial multiplexing can be used with or 

without transmit channel knowledge.  

3. Diversity decoding: 

In diversity methods, a single stream is transmitted, but the signal is coded using 

technique called space-time coding. The signal is emitted from each of the transmit 

antennas with full or near orthogonal coding. Diversity coding exploits the independent 

fading in the multiple antenna links to enhance signal diversity. 

 

2.7 Spatial multiplexing gain and its trade-off with diversity 

In MIMO, diversity gain can be achieved by using both the transmitted and 

receive antennas. However, multiple transmitted antennas can be used to increase 

higher capacity.  Instead of sending same information through all transmitter antennas, 

each antenna can send different information which results in increase in capacity by 

number of transmitter antennas. Therefore, the advantage of a MIMO channel can be 

utilized in two ways:  
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(i) To increase the diversity of the system. 

(ii)  To increase the number of transmitted symbols.  

 

 

As shown in Figure 2-9, there is a clear tradeoff between diversity and 

multiplexing gain or capacity. Depending on the application, an optimal point can be 

chosen to satisfy requirements of customers.  

So to analyze overall data rate for MIMO system, MIMO should decompose into 

parallel fashion.  

 

Figure 2-9 Optimal trade off in MIMO [10] 
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.    (2-5) 

    

                             

 

Where Y is receiver matrix , X is transmitter matrix and H is channel matrix of 

MIMO. Where column indicates the number of transmitter and rows indicates the number 

of receiver.  

After decomposition of the above equation (2.5)  by converting H matrix into 

diagonal form using matrix factorization. After factorization, the new gain of MIMO will be  

(rXR).  

Where r is rank of matrix H and R is number of receivers. If H is a full rank matrix, 

which is possible in rich scattering environment, then  

 

So it is very crucial to design matrix to make sure to achieve desired diversity 

gain and multiplexing gain. This can be achieved using space time block coding. 
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Chapter 3  

Space Time Block Coding 

3.1 Introduction 

For simplicity, let’s consider a communication system, where N signals are 

transmitted from N transmitters simultaneously. The signals are the inputs of a multiple-

input multiple-output (MIMO) channel with M outputs i.e. M receivers. The coefficient αn,m 

is the path gain from transmit antenna n to receive antenna m. Based on this model, the 

signal rt,m, which is received at the time t at antenna m, is given by[10] 

   (3-1) 

Where ηt,m is the noise received by the  receive antenna m at time t. Each of these 

replicas of the transmitted signals from the transmit antennas are added to the signals of 

each of the receive antennas.  

To form a more compact input-output relationship, let’s form a matrix of signals 

that are transmitted from N transmit antennas during T time slots in a T × N matrix, C, as 

follows: 

 

Similarly, construct a T × M received matrix r that includes all received signals during T 

time slots: 
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And similarly  channel matrix H 

 

Where N is the T × M noise matrix defined by  

 

Where N is the T × M noise matrix defined by  

 

In the spatial domain, each different path gain can be considered independent 

from each other i.e. 𝛂n.m  is independent from 𝛂n’.m’  for n ≠ n’ or m ≠ m’. Size of  the 

codeword matrix depends on the channel fading as it is assumed that the channel 

remains same during that time.  

Codebook is a set of all code words which contains C1 and C2, then denote the 

pairwise error probability of transmitting C1 and detecting it as C2 by P (C1 → C2). Then 

the probability of error when transmit C1 is upper bounded by [10] 

  

The average symbol transmission power from each antenna is,  Es = 1/N and the 

variance of the noise sample is E[|ηt,m|2] = N0 = 1/γ . λn is the Eigen values of matrix 

(r.C.H). 

From above equation, for lower BER, large number of N and M is needed. 
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Unfortunately for a system, it is fixed. So to improve the performance, two factors 

need to be increased. 

1. Increase r which is the rank of a matrix H.  

 This is possible when matrix A is full rank. 

 It will help to improve the diversity gain of a MIMO communication 

system. 

2. Increase        

 This is possible when det(A) is maximum.  

 It will help to improve coding gain MIMO communication. 

STBC can also be considered as modulation schemes for multiple transmit 

antennas that provide full diversity and very low complexity encoding and decoding. 

 

3.2 Orthogonal space-time block codes  

Let us assume a system with N = 2 transmit antennas and one receive antenna, 

employing Alamouti code as show in Figure 3-1 

 

Figure 3-1Transmitter block of Alamouti code [10] 

First, the transmitter picks two symbols from the constellation using a block of 2b 

bits. If s1 and s2 are the selected symbols for a block of 2b bits, the transmitter then sends 

s1 from antenna one and s2 from antenna two at time t1. Then at t2, it transmits –s2* and s1
 

*
 from antennas one and two, respectively. Therefore, the transmitted codeword is  
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To check if the code provides full diversity, the rank of all the possible difference 

matrices D(C,C’) and show that it is equal to two for every C’ ≠  C. Let us consider a 

different pair of symbols (s’1, s’2) and the corresponding codeword  

 

The difference matrix D(C,C’) is given by  

 

The determinant of the difference matrix det [D(C,C’)] =  is 

zero if and only if = s1 and = s2. Therefore, D(C,C’) is always full rank when C’ ≠ C 

and the Alamouti code satisfies the determinant criterion. It provides a diversity of 2M for 

M receive antennas and therefore is a full diversity code 

Let us assume that the path gains from the transmit antennas are α1 and α2, 

respectively. Then, based on our model in (3.1)  the decoder receives signals r1 and r2 at 

times one and two, respectively, such as 

 

 

The receiver knows the channel path gains α1 and α2 is assumed, maximum-

likelihood detection aggregates in minimizing the decision metric as shown below . 

2
   (3-2) 
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Expanding the above equation  (3.2), ignore the common term . Then, 

it can be decomposed into two parts, one of which, 

    (3-3) 

is only a function of s1, and the other one  

  (3-4) 

From above equation (3.3) and (3.4) it can be concluded that the decoding 

complexity of the code increases linearly, instead of exponentially, by the number of 

transmit antennas. Also , as in case of PSK, all the constellation symbols have equal 

energies. The terms  and  can be ignored. As a result, the maximum-

likelihood decoding can be further simplified  as to minimize 

 

to decode s1 and minimizing  

 

to decode s2. Therefore, the decoding consists of first calculating  

 

 

Then, to decode s1, the receiver finds the closest symbol to  in the constellation. 

Similarly, decoding of s2 consists of finding the closest symbol to  in the constellation. 
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The performance of the Alamouti code over Rayleigh fading channel using a 

BPSK constellation and one receive antenna is provided in Figure 3-2. As it can be seen, 

the performance of the Alamouti code with two receive antennas is much better than that 

of the system with one receive antenna. At a symbol error probability of 10
-3

, the Alamouti 

code provides more than 11 dB improvement for 4 receive antennas.  

3.3 Orthogonal design for more than two transmit antennas 

Similar to Alamouti code for two transmit antennas, to design space-time codes 

that provides simple decoding and maximum diversity properties for more than two 

Figure 3-2 Performance comparison of MIMO for 2 transmitter antenna 
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transmit antennas, the code should satisfy two main criteria. It should have simple ML 

decoding and should satisfy the orthogonal property.  With orthogonal properties, full 

diversity can be achieved which results in higher path gain. For example  |α1|2 + |α2|2  path 

gain is possible in case of Alamouti code. Similarly, with more than one transmit antenna, 

path gain equals to N times |α|2 .[10] 

 

Where Ω is   

 

Also, I2 is a 2 × 2 identity matrix. The structure of the Alamouti code by the following 

generator matrix  

 

 is a result of the orthogonally of the columns of G and the following  

 

To generate similar generator matrices for more than two transmit antennas, a 

complete study of real orthogonal designs was provided by Radon and Hurwitz family of 

matrices. According to its properties  

I. A real orthogonal design exists if and only if N = 2, 4, 8. 

II. Each member of matrix is orthogonal to each other 

Generator matrix for N =2,4 or 8 can be obtained. As according to the properties of 

orthogonal matrix, matrix can have orthogonal property even with complete removal of a 

column. So, if required, G for odd number of transmit antennas is generated, which can 
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be done by column removal process called ‘shortening’. For example, let’s assume G4  as 

follows 

 

Generator matrix for 3 transmit antennasby removing any column from G4 is obtained.  

For example  
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Chapter 4  

System Model 

4.1 Smart meter 

A smart meter is an electrical meter that records consumption of electric energy in a 

certain interval of time and communicates the information, both ways, with the ability for 

monitoring and billing purposes. The system model is shown below in Figure 4-1. 

 

 

In the thesis proposal, Assuming that several smart meters are connected to one 

power line. Each smart meter must be aware of how much energy other smart meters are 

consuming. To analyze performance of system under various attacks and link failure 

cases , I have also assumed that the smart meter which are connected to common power 

line are synchronized to each other.  

Figure 4-1 System model of smart grid 
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4.2 Block Diagram 

 

Figure 4-2 Block Diagram of system model 

 

4.3 Virtual MIMO 

Virtual MIMO is a technique of implementing multiuser transmitter as analogous 

to a  transmitter with more than one antenna using STBC. For example, in the case of a 

4x1 MISO, there will be 4 smart meter/users that are sharing or are aware of each other’s 

information in a timely manner. For example, consider a BPSK modulation system.X1, X2, 

X3, X4 is the information transmitted by smart meters - S1, S2, S3 and S4 respectively. 

Since the first smart meter S1 is also aware of X2, X3 and X4 and all smart meters are 

synchronized with each other, S1 will transmit X1, X2, X3, X4 one block at a time. Similarly, 

S2 will transmit X2,-X1,-X4, X3. So when the  control center or utility receives this 

information, it will try to combine these results constructively to decide which information 

has been transmitted correctly.  
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As shown in Figure 4-3, this thesis proposal implements a 4x1 virtual MIMO with 

Maximum Ratio Combining method at the receiver. Consider that four smart meters are 

connected to the control center with smart meters smart meter-1, smart meter-2, smart 

meter-3, smart meter-4. These four smart meters send information X1, X2, X3 and X4 

respectively through channels h1, h2, h3 and h4.  

4.4 Channels 

If the receiver is closer to the transmitter the possibility of having an accurate 

LOS path is much more than when the receiver is placed remotely.  In the smart grid, the 

control point or aggregator are situated very close to residences. So a smart meter will 

have a LOS path. Receiver experiences Rician channel fading when it has a LOS path 

and Rayleigh  fading when multipath components are present. This concept has been 

simulated with a model as shown below. 

Figure 4-3 Virtual MIMO in smart grid 
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Jake’s model [12] has been used here to  randomly generate the independent 

Rayleigh and Rician channel model. A Doppler shift frequency of fd = 50Hz is chosen for 

the mobile receiver and 5Hz for a fixed receiver. For a scenario where LOS path a Rician 

fading factor of K= 5 has been used for modeling. The simulation results (as in figure 

above) clearly show that the Rician channel has better performance than Rayleigh and 

thus LOS path seems to have more dominance over multipath signals. 

 

4.4 Modulation Techniques 

The modulation technique - Binary phase-shift keying (BPSK)  has been 

implemented  for optimized analysis of security concerns in smart grid applications, 

irrespective of hamming distance.  

Figure 4-4 Performance comparison of 4x1 VMIMO over fading channels 
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4.5 Link Adaptation Techniques 

Link adaptation technique has been used to combat channel fading and attacks 

using random block interleaver. 

 

   

 

Figure 4-5  Performance of virtual 4x1 MIMO over Rayleigh 

Figure 4-6 Performance of virtual 4x1 MIMO over Rician 
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The above diagrams show, that interleaver implementation has improved the 

performance by a small margin. The important point to be considered here is that the 

improvement of BER over Rician (around 10%) is less  than the improvement of BER 

over Rayleigh channel fading ( around 15 to 20%).  This is because of the fact that the 

LOS path has more dominance over multipath. 

 

4.6 Channel Coding 

Channel coding adds redundancy in the source code and is an efficient decoding 

algorithm which can be dealt with error control techniques. If the data at the output of a 

communication  system has errors that are too frequent for the desired use, the errors 

can often be reduced by the use of a number of techniques of channel coding. Though 

coding permits a decreased information rate, it increases information transfer at a fixed 

error rate, or  reduces error rate for a fixed transfer rate.  

Following diagram compares the performance of  Convolution coding and Turbo 

coding. 
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Generally, turbo codes have better performance than convolutional coding. The 

complexity of turbo code is much higher than convolutional coding. Turbo codes are 

nonlinear and require iterative decoding at receiver. On the other hand, convolutional 

codes are linear and  do not  require feedback to achieve effective performance. The 

decoding algorithms considered for turbo decoding is Max-log-MAP/BCJR which is  used 

iteratively. To get better BER performances with turbo coding,  iterations of  upto 18 have 

to be performed. This shoots up the processing time, in other words decreases the 

processing gain. On the other hand, Viterbi algorithm which  is used in  convolutional 

decoding uses maximum likelihood decoding  technique. It is faster than iterative 

decoding techniques as convolutional codes are linear and do not have any feedback.  

Thus the high processing gain factor in convolution decoding makes it more 

appropriate to be used in smart grid applications.  

Figure 4-7 Comparison channel coding for MIMO 
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4.7 Diversity decoding 

 A utility receives multiple versions of each smart meter reading created by the 

pre-coding schemes. Here, the assumption is that the receiver has received channel 

information already. So when a utility receives multiple copies of readings from different 

channels, the receiver antennas combine these copies together. Since the channel matrix 

is orthogonal to the received signal matrix, a receiver multiplies the channel matrix with 

the transpose version of the combined signal. The product of that matrix is then 

compared with the alpha value of the  MIMO channel. Finally, using the MRC scheme the  

final decision will be taken by the receiver. To analyze the effect of malicious attack and 

data piracy on smart grid , plotted on a logarithmic axis below is the  BER vs. SNR  

graph. 
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Chapter 5  

Results and Conclusion 

Security is the main concern when using a  smart grid communication system. It 

is very important to make it more immune to attack and jamming to avoid an imbalance 

between generation and demand/consumption. First, consider the scenario where the 

communication between the smart meter and central system is under malicious attack. 

 

5.1 Additive Malicious Attack Scenario 

The malicious attack term signifies that that addition of garbage elements into 

data is being sent over the channel and which are not easily distinguishable with the 

original data set. Communication with single input and single output is highly vulnerable 

to such kind of an attack without the assistance of some effective security 

measurements.  With MIMO, even when  one link is attacked  one or more good links are 

left with which the receiver can recover data. Space time block coding, as discussed 

before, has better process gain and better performance than other block codes. So, 

space time block coding technique has been implemented  over multiple antennas at 

transmitter and /or multiple antennas at receiver to combat severe communication 

impairments induced by malicious attacks.  

Consider 4 residential smart meters, where each smart meter is transmitting 

information independently to control center. Each smart meter is aware of the information 

regarding other smart meters.  
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As shown in fig 5-1, the columns indicate the smart meters and the rows indicate 

the symbol time. For example,  at the first symbol time S-1 smart meter will send  X1 , S-

2 will send X2 and so on. Similarly, S-4 will send X4 in first symbol time, X3 in second so 

on. So a 4 X 4  space time orthogonal design is derived as follows 

     (5-1) 

Where B1 equals the  identity matrix I4 , and matrix B2, B3 , B4 are chosen from 

Hurtwitz-Randon family. Generation matrix, G1,  will provide the following orthogonal 

property without attack 

 

The notation, ‘ <>’ in Figure 5-1 implies that the communication link between the 

third transmit antenna and the receiver is under malicious attack. The attack pattern 

could be numerous and diverse. The additive malicious attack is mainly  addressed here, 

which is a very practical attack pattern for analysis. The coding rate R is defined as R = ( 

K symbols/T timeslots ). In the above 4 × 4 orthogonal design, K = T = 4 and therefore R 

Figure 5-1 Symbol matrix 
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= 1. An orthogonal design with rate R = 1 is called the full code-rate orthogonal design. 

Even though the receiver cannot detect which communication link (or links) is under 

attack, space-time block coding could still recover the original transmitted signal to 

certain accuracy, in virtue of the transmit and/or receiver diversity. According to the 

system model and generation matrix, the received y can be represented as: 

 

 

    (5-2) 

Here H is the corresponding  4 × 1 channel vector. The Ω matrix in (5-2) , whose 

nth row Ωn equals to H
T
B

T
n, has been proved to be orthogonal in [10]. The orthogonal 

property of the Ω matrix will play a  key role in parallel decoding at the receiver. 

To decode the received information, the receiver will multiply both sides of 

equation (5-2) by the Ω
T
. The orthogonal properties of Ω help us reach the following 

parallel decoding. Parallel decoding, a low-complexity design, will significantly simplify 

the receiver’s physical design and prolong the battery life. After parallel decoding, the 

Maximum-Likelihood (ML) detection can make the proper decision. The Maximum Ratio 

Combining (MRC) could be used for more than one receiver antenna. To construct the Ω 

matrix for parallel decoding, the receiver needs the information of the channel because 

Ωn = H
T
 B

T 
. Consider the scenario in which the fading

 
coefficients are known, i.e., 

accurately estimated by the
 
receiver, but not fully known to, or not exploited by the

 

transmitter. 

 Due to the randomness of the channel gain matrix, Monte Carlo simulations 

were employed to analyze the BER performance in terms of different kinds of attack. 
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Rayleigh and Ricean fading channel is chosen for simulation .  |hn|
2 

is the chi-square 

distributed with two degrees of freedom. As it is known, a chi-square random variable 

with two degrees of freedom is the same as an exponential random variable with unit 

mean.  

 

5.1.1 Additive attack without channel coding 

 

 

Figure 5-2 verifies the validity of space-time block coding in combating a 

malicious attack without using any channel coding or any link improvement techniques. 

The plot in Fig 5-2 I compares d ifferent kind of malicious attacks, the power of which are 

σ
2
 = 0.1, σ

2
 = 0.2 and σ

2
 = 0.25, respectively. If the attack is very severe (σ

2
 = 0.25), 

space-time block coding can still recover the information effectively. 

Figure 5-2 Additive malicious attack w/o channel codinng 
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The severe the malicious attack, the worse is the performance. This conclusion 

can  be further verified in the 8x1 virtual MIMO.  Figure 5-3 indicates that the BER 

performance of 8x1 virtual MIMO is much better than 4x1 virtual MIMO . This is because 

more virtual paths will give more diversity gain and better performance. However, the 

improved performance comes with the price of computation cost and synchronization 

complexity. 

 

Figure 5-3 Additive malicious attack over virtual 8x1 
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5.1.2 Additive attack with Convolutional coding 

 

 

As shown above  in Figure 5-4, an additive attack has been introduced on data 

with a variance of 0.5 over a Rayleigh channel. In comparison, the performance of 

system under convolutional code is much better than the performance without any 

channel coding. Since convolutional coding uses the maximum likelihood decoding 

algorithm, it can be used in real time applications also.   

Figure 5-5 depicts the analyses of  the  performance of the system over Hybrid 

(Rayleigh and Ricean) channels. 

Figure 5-4 Additive attack over Rayleigh channels with Convolutional coding  
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5.1.3 Additive attack with Convolutional coding and interleaver 

Interleaver is one of the effective link adaptation techniques which helps in 

increasing performance of the system under scenario of burst error occurred because of 

channel fading.  

Performance of the system  with the deployment of  interleaver  in an additive 

attack scenario is then  analyzed as shown in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7.  

From  Figure 5-4, Figure 5-6,Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-5 a conclusion can be 

derived  that in both Rayleigh and Hybrid channel cases the performance of system has 

improved by 10 dB. It is greater than the performance under non-attack case as 

discussed in section 4.2.1. Basically, deployment of an interleaver helps to improve the 

performance under additive attack. 

Figure 5-5 Additive attack over Hybrid channels with Convolutional coding  
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Figure 5-6 Additive attack over Rayleigh with Convolutional coding and interleaver 

Figure 5-7 Additive attack over Hybrid channels with Convolutional coding and 

interleaver 
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5.2  Data piracy Scenario 

5.2.1  Data piracy over without interleaver 

Data piracy is a special type of attack where the data which is intended to be 

sent over a channel is  corrupted by an intruder. In this scenario assumption is made that 

the intruder is aware and has full access to the data which is being transmitted through 

the smart meter.  

 

 

As you can see from Figure 5-8, the performance of a system under data piracy case is 

more  severe than the additive malicious attack.  Even the presence of redundant data 

copies from anoother smart meter, STBC or MIMO will not be able to recover affective 

data. As shown below  in Figure 5-9, a  hybrid channel does not show any improvement. 

 

Figure 5-8 Performance comparison under Data piracy and Malicious attack over Rayleigh 
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For example  a smart meter wants  to send data 101110, but an intruder interrupts and 

sends  010011 

5.2.2  Data piracy over with interleaver 

As shown in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11, deployment of an interleaver under a 

malicious attack has shown a significant improvement in performance. But in the case of 

data piracy, it fails to show an improvement. 

Figure 5-9 Performance comparison under Data piracy and Malicious attack over Hybrid channel 
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Figure 5-10 Comparison under Data piracy and Malicious attack over 

Interleaver and Rayleigh channels 

Figure 5-11 Comparison under Data piracy and Malicious attack over Interleaver over Hybrid 

channels 
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5.3 Comparison of Malicious Attacks over channels 

From Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13, show the  performance of the system in a 

LOS case i.e. Rician channel fading is better than nonLOS  reception.  When a receiver 

has LOS reception, received copies from direct path is dominant over the  indirect path. 

Because of less fading or less attenuated using a direct path, better performance is 

achieved i.e. less Bit Error Rate.   

 

 Figure 5-12 Performance comparison of Malicious attack channels 
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Figure 5-13 Performance Comparison of Malicious attack over Interleaver over channels 
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5.4 Performance comparison of Data Piracy over channels 

 

   

Figure 5-14 Performance comparison of Data Piracy over channels 

Figure 5-15 Performance comparison of Data Piracy over Interleaver and 

channels 
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Similarly, performance of the system is also evaluated under data piracy 

scenario. As discussed in section 5..2, data piracy is very severe attack on a smart 

meter. It degrades the performance of the system. Even link adaptation and channel 

immune techniques cannot recover data which is then stolen by an intruder.  

Though the performance of the system is always better in the case of LOS path , 

direct paths has more dominance . Its an interesting to point out that from   Figure 5-14 

and Figure 5-15, that if a system is under attack, the performance of system will not 

improve but rather degrade in performance.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-16 Performance comparison of Data Piracy 

 over less fading channels 
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When the receiver is stationary or there is very low relative velocity between the 

transmitter and the  receiver ,the  doppler spread wil be a few  Hz. So here, a case where 

receiver is stationary and doppler spread is 5 Hz and K=5 Hz. Is considered. 

From Figure 5-6 , two conclusions can be drawn. Even though the  doppler spread is very 

low  

1. The fading factor is highly dominant and plays a  major role in degrading the 

performance in the case of data piracy  

2. The BER is lower in the case of Rayleigh channel fading where there is no 

direct path signal transmitted to the receiver.  
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5.5 Solution over data piracy 

This section, considers  the receiver with detection. Sometimes, the receiver can 

detect the attacks when the attack is very strong.  Meanwhile, if the link fails, then the 

receiver can not  receive any noise. In this case it can still detect the link failure. (rate is 

different and diversity is different ) Limited feedback from destination to source is 

exlpoited. 

Detection of the attack link or failed link  leads to shut down of  the corresponding 

smart meter which  is under data piracy attack. This will decrease the  power 

consumption. Simulation to verify our proposed detection algorithm is as shown in Figure 

5-17 
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Figure 5-17 Performance of Data piracy with solution 
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5.6 Link failure scenario 

The previous section  investigated the security challenge under malicious attack. 

Another common scenario  to take into consideration is link failure, which is related to the 

reliability challenge in the smart grid. Apparently,a SISO system is vulnerable to link 

failures for the reason that, if the only link between the transmitter and receiver failed, the 

communication is impossible. This section implements  the space-time block coding to 

enhance the reliability of the communication between the smart meter and a central 

system. 

Assuming that the link between the third transmit antenna and the receiver fails. 

Then what the receiver received from the third antenna is only noise, interference, and 

lacks  any transmitted information. However, its required to  reconstruct the Ω matrix, 

because the third link has failed implying  h3 = 0. In link failure scenario, the 

reconstructed Ω matrix is as follows 

 

where h3 = 0. The Ωr matrix help realize the parallel decoding at the receiver. After the 

parallel decoding, ML detection could make the proper decision. The Monte Carlo 

simulation for 4 transmit antennas with a  link failure is shown in Figure 5-18.  
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Space-time block coding provides satisfying BER performance in a link failure 

scenario can be concluded. It is known that for the SISO case, if a single link fails, the 

communication between the transmitter and receiver is impossible. Figure 5-18 indicates 

that even after one link fails, the receiver could still recover the received information 

effectively. 

Another interesting conclusion is that  the  BER performance of a malicious 

attack scenario is better than link failure scenario, even if the attack is severe. One 

reasonable explanation is that in malicious attack scenario space-time block coding 

produces  a larger diversity gain than the link failure scenario. Thus, even with malicious 

attack, the diversity order is Mt and diversity gain is Σ |hn|
2
; However, in the link failure 

Figure 5-18 Performance of 4x1 system under link failure scenario 
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case, the diversity  order is Mt − 1 and the diversity gain is Σ |hn|
2
where n ≠j, wher j is the 

failed link. 

The benefit of space-time block coding is further verified in the 8 transmit 

antennas case. Fig.5-19  indicates that an 8 transmit antenna design is more reliable 

than a  4 transmit antenna design when link failure occurs. This is due to the fact that 8 

transmit antennas produces larger diversity gain. With better performance comes  design 

complexity. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-19Performance of 8x1 system under link failure scenario 
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5.7 Conclusion 

This thesis has investigated the security and reliability challenges in smart grid 

applications. To combat severe communication impairments induced by malicious attacks 

or link failures, implementation of  space-time block coding over multiple transmitter 

and/or multiple antennas at receiver has been proposed.  

First, security challenges from malicious additive attacks have been analyzed. 

Furthermore, the  BER performance under different kinds of additive attacks have been 

scrutinized. Simulation shows that additive attacks with different variance pattern could 

be effectively mitigated using space-time block coding. Also, it has been verified  that 

more antennas will give more diversity gain and better performance. Link adaption 

technique also helped to improve performance in the case of malicious attack scenario.  

Reliability challenges from link failures is then considered. It showed that space-

time block coding could provide satisfying performances with lower complex design in a 

link failure scenario.  

Data piracy by intruder is one of the most severe and dangerous attacks on 

smart meters. Even with link adaption techniques and higher order channels coding, we 

cannot recover correct data by just using space time block codes. Moreover, it has also 

been verified that LOS factor is as beneficial in malicious attack scenario as it is 

destructive in data piracy case. 
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Chapter 6 Future Work 

 
After numerous simulations on various attacks and link failure cases, it can be 

concluded that STBC is effective except in the case of data piracy which looks very 

severe. Corrupted data cannot be recovered by the virtue of it. It may be recovered if 

corrupted data could be sensed from big bunch of data and process or neglect that data. 

With “Big Data” analytics, corrupted data can be segregated from big chunk of data and 

can be analyzed according to 3 V’s i.e. Volume, Velocity and Veracity.  

Smart meter in smart grids requires a continuous real time communication 

between end to end nodes. It results in big data received in small interval of time. If this 

data is corrupted then it is very important to not only sense corrupted data but it should 

be done in a small interval of time to avoid further consequence in power distribution. 

With “Big Data Analytics” it may be possible.  
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